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� A wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system in different markets is proposed.

� The uncertainties of wind power outputs and electricity prices are considered.

� Conditional value-at-risk is used to measure its potential financial risks.

� The operational problem is formulated as a MILP problem.
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Wind power, the most promising renewable energy source in the world, plays an important

role in the electricity markets. Wind power curtailment cannot be avoided in some

countries due to its output has a special feature of randomness and volatility. Since the

excess wind power being converted into hydrogen and sold to the hydrogen market will be

the future trend. This study proposes a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system to

participate in the electricity/hydrogen markets for selling electricity and hydrogen, which

can help to improve the benefits of wind power in the electricity markets and addree the

wind power curtailment effectively. With considering the uncertainties of wind power

outputs and electricity prices, the optimal operation strategy is proposed with the objective

of maximizing profits. The scenario-based stochastic method is adopted to describe the

uncertainties, and the financial risk is evaluated using conditional value-at-risk. The

operational problem of the proposed system is formulated into a mixed-integer linear

programming model. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed operational strategy is vali-

dated by a case study. The results show that the expected revenue increases with the in-

crease of the hydrogen selling price, indicating that investors can obtain profits by

converting electricity into hydrogen. The optimal expected revenue increases by 33.42%

when hydrogen price increases from 1.2 DKK/kWh to 1.8 DKK/kWh and the risk factor is

equal to 0. Based on the analysis of the results, the importance of hydrogen can be proven.
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Nomenclature

A. Abbreviation

CVaR Conditional Value at Risk

EM Electricity Market

HM Hydrogen Market

HST Hydrogen Storage Tank

MILP Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

PEM Proton Exchange Membrane

SOE Solid Oxide Electrolyzers

VaR Value at Risk

WF Wind Farm

B. Index

s Index for scenarios

t Index for time periods

Us Set of scenarios

C. Parameters

EPt;s Electricity price at time t and scenario s ($/kWh)

Fc Faraday constant (C mol�1)

HP Hydrogen price ($/m3)

NEL
t;s Produced hydrogen molar by electrolyzer at time t

and scenario s (mol h�1)

Pe Rated power of wind turbine (kW)

PWT
t;s wind power output at time t and scenario s (kW)

PELmax Maximum power of the electrolyzer (kW)

PHST The pressure of hydrogen storage tank (Mpa)

< Gas constant (Mpa (mol K)�1)

REH The total expected revenue from selling

electricity to the electricity market and selling

hydrogen to the hydrogen market ($)

THST Thetemperatureof thehydrogenstoragetanks (K)

DT Time constant

UEL work The working voltage of the electrolyzer (V)

Vwind
t;s The realwindspeedat time t and scenario s (m/s)

VHST
t;s ;VHST

t�1;s The amount of hydrogen stored in the hydrogen

storage tank at time t and scenario s and at time

t-1 and scenario s (m3)

VHST
min;V

HST
max Lower and upper limits of hydrogen storage

tank capacity (m3)

Ve Rated wind speed (m/s)

Vci Cut in wind speed (m/s)

Vco Cut out wind speed (m/s)

a The confidential level of CVaR (%)

b Risk factor (%)

hC Compressor efficiency (%)

ds Probability of scenario s

xCVaR The value of CVaR under the confidential level a

D. Variables

PWT EL
t;s Power supplied to the electrolyzer from a wind

farm (kW)

PWT EM
t;s Power sold to the electricitymarket from awind

farm (kW)

VHST HM
t;s The amount of hydrogen sold from hydrogen

storage tank to hydrogen market at time t and

scenario s (m3)

za;cs Auxiliary variables for calculating CVaR
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Introduction

With the reducing costs and the increasing social needs of

renewable energy, installed wind power capacity is expected

to grow rapidly in the future [1]. Denmark is rich in wind

power resources including onshore and offshore wind power

[2]. As the penetration rate of wind power increasing, tradi-

tional fossil energy is gradually being replaced. Some tradi-

tional power plants are in standby state all year round, which

provides necessary system auxiliary services only for grid

stability [3]. The concept of using solar and wind energy to

power plug-in hybrid vehicles is proposed in [4]. A novel bat-

tery/photovoltaic (PV)/wind energy hybrid power source is

used to replace the small PV module on the top of the car and

the internal combustion engine located at the front of the car.

In [5], the integration of wind turbine and battery storage

system is investigated tomaximize the profit. Thewind power

output can be directly injected into the grid or used to charge

the battery storage system. However, with the rapid devel-

opment of wind power, it is also facing serious wind power

consumption problems. The main reason for the problem of

wind power curtailment is that wind power is characterized

by fluctuation and uncertainty, and it has relatively weak
flexibility compared with conventional power sources. In

2020, wind power as green energy will play an important role

in the Danish heating and transportation industry, especially

in the production of hydrogen and ammonia through wind

power [6].

With the rapid development of renewable energy tech-

nologies, countries around the world should be following the

needs of social and economic development to promote the

renewable energy [7]. Under the premise of ensuring the safe

and stable operation of power grids and sustainable devel-

opment, most of the countries in the world are accelerating

the construction of electricity markets [8]. Danish electricity

markets include the spot market, regulating, and balancing

market. These markets are used to regulate energy imbal-

ances in power systems. Renewable energy is seen as the

cornerstone of sustainable development in the future [9].With

the rapid development of renewable energy, the problem of

solar, wind, and hydro-power curtailment is becoming more

andmore serious [10]. The development of electricity markets

relates to the promotion of renewable energy [11]. Renewable

energy plays an important role in the electricity market,

which can bring more economic benefits to investors.

Denmark is abundant in wind power [12], and the generated

wind power can be sold directly to the electricity markets. For
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power systems, wind power is always an uncontrollable

power source, the uncertainty of the wind power generation

brings huge challenges to the investors. To solve this problem,

energy storage systems are adopted to implementwind power

dispatch.

Nowadays, global awareness of renewable energy is grad-

ually increasing, and investment is also increasing. Incorpo-

rating large-scale renewable energy into the grid can affect the

stable and safe power supply [13]. The problem with aban-

doning electricity is becoming more and more serious. Many

ways can be used to store the excess electricity produced by

renewable energy. Such as energy storage system (lithium-ion

battery [14,15]), and energy conversion (power to gas [16], the

power to hydrogen [17]). Electricity energy can be transformed

into other types of energy, such as producing hydrogen by

electrolysis and selling the produced hydrogen to the

hydrogen market (HM) to gain more profits. Energy storage

systems can be used to implement wind power scheduling,

such as battery storage systems are not feasible. Because the

battery storage system has the disadvantages of small ca-

pacity, high cost, and environmental pollution. Therefore,

energy conversion (power to hydrogen) is used in this paper.

Hydrogen energy is recognized as clean energy and is used by

more and more countries as a zero-carbon energy source.

Hydrogen energy has the advantages of no pollution, multiple

utilization forms, low loss, high utilization rate, and conve-

nient transportation. Hydrogen energy can be used for

hydrogen-fuel cell vehicles, and it can also be used for pro-

duction needs, such as petroleum, chemical, electronics,

metallurgy, aerospace, light industry, and other fields. In [18],

the operational strategy of the off-grid hybrid hydrogen/elec-

tricity refueling station is proposed which aims to provide

hydrogen/electricity to the hydrogen fuel cell vehicles/battery

electric vehicles. The feasibility of the proposed system is

verified by a case study.

Several methods can be used to produce hydrogen [19],

such as the conversion of natural gas steam, methanol

steam, and electrolysis of water. It is proven that the

hydrogen produced by electrolysing water is a mature

technology in practice [20], and the efficiency of hydrogen

production exceeds 70%. Renewable energy resources are

used to decompose water molecules into hydrogen and ox-

ygen in an electrolyzer. Then, the hydrogen is transported to

various corners of the world through pipes and ships [21].

Also it can be sold to the HM. Hydrogen will become the

world’s third-largest energy source after oil and natural gas

in the future [22]. Plenty of literature [23,24] investigates the

operational process of the hydrogen production system from

renewable energy resources. The hydrogen production sys-

tem powered by nuclear energy and solar energy is investi-

gated in [24], the system includes hydrogen storage system

and the conversion of hydrogen into electricity through a

regenerative fuel cell, and results show that the feasibility of

the system is verified. A hydrogen production system pow-

ered by a hybrid renewable energy power generation system

such as wind power, photovoltaic is analyzed in [25]. The

results prove that wind power shows the best performance

in producing hydrogen.
With the increase in wind power installed capacity and

the development of the electricity market, the problem of

abandoning electricity is becoming more and more serious.

Therefore, to reduce the renewable energy generation

curtailment and make investors get more profits, this study

proposes a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system con-

sisting of a wind farm (WF), an electrolyzer, a compressor,

and a hydrogen storage tank (HST). It can provide electricity

to the electricity market and hydrogen to the hydrogen

market. The HST provides hydrogen to the hydrogen mar-

ket, and wind power provides electricity directly to the

electricity market. It is worth noting that the entire energy

of the system comes from the WF. Based on the proposed

models, this paper studies the operational strategy of the

wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system by considering

the uncertain wind power and electricity prices. In [26], the

authors planned the coupled offshore wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system. The uncertainties of wind power

outputs and electricity prices will have a great impact on

the system, but the author did not consider the uncertainty.

The uncertainty of the pool market price is analyzed using

robust optimization in [27]. Robust optimization technique

is studied in the large electricity consumer model with and

without considering demand response program. In [28], a

risk-averse stochastic optimization of hydrogen storage

system and wind generation is studied. Also, downside risk

constraints are proposed to manage the risk caused by un-

certainties. In order to solve the uncertainties of wind

power outputs and electricity prices, a scenario-based sto-

chastic optimization method [29] is used for research. This

method has been widely used for addressing operational

problems [30,31]. Furthermore, the Conditional Value-at-

Risk (CVaR) is taken into account to measure its financial

risk [32].

The main contributions of the study are summarized as

follows:

1. It proposes a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system in

the electricity/hydrogen markets, which can participate in

the electricity market and hydrogen market.

2. It considers the uncertainties of wind power outputs and

electricity prices, a scenario-based stochastic optimization

approach is employed to study the operational strategy of a

wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system. The objective

is to obtain the maximum profits, and the CVaR is used to

measure its potential financial risks.

3. The operational problem is converted into a mixed-integer

linear programming (MILP) problem. Then, the Gurobi

optimization solver is used to obtain the global optimal

solution.

The structure of the paper is divided into the following

sections. Section Models and problem formulation presents

themodel of theWF and the hydrogen production system and

formulates a MILP problem. Section Case study presents a

case study to demonstrate the feasibility of a wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system in the electricity/hydrogen markets.

Finally, thewhole paper is summarized in Section Conclusion.
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Models and problem formulation

Models

The schematic of the proposed wind-electrolytic hydrogen

storage system is given in Fig. 1, which consists of a WF,

electrolyzer, HST, hydrogen market and electricity market.

The red arrow in Fig. 1 indicates the power flow. One part of

the generated wind power can be sold directly to the elec-

tricity market when the electricity price is relatively high. Due

to the uncertainty of the electricity price in the electricity

market, the operational strategy of the system should be

optimized to get more profits. When electricity price is rela-

tively low and there is excess wind power, the electricity can

be stored in the hydrogen storage system. Therefore, the other

part can produce hydrogen through the electrolyzer. The

green arrow in Fig. 1 indicates the hydrogen flow. The

hydrogen produced by electrolyzer can be compressed and

stored in an HST. All the generated hydrogen during the day

will be stored in the HST firstly. Then it will be transported to

hydrogen market for selling at the end of the day, in order to

getmore profits. It is assumed that the process of transporting

the hydrogen does not cause any loss. All the energy of a

wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system is powered by a

WF. The system can achieve zero pollution and is suitable for

the green development concept advocated by today’s society.

In this section, the concrete models for each part of the wind-

electrolytic hydrogen storage system are described in detail.

Wind-farm model
At present, with the rapid development of renewable energy,

such as solar and wind power. Modern power systems face

huge challenges. Renewable energy generation has the char-

acteristics of randomness, intermittency and fluctuation. To

some degree, the uncertainty of wind power output brings

risks to investment in wind power projects. Therefore, to

reduce the passive influence caused by the uncertainties of

wind power outputs, it is necessary to predict and estimate

wind speed. The power generated from a WF [33] can be

calculated using Eq. (1).
Fig. 1 e The schematic of a wind-electrolytic hydro
PWT
t;s ¼

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0 Vwind
t;s <Vci

pe �
 
Vwind

t;s � Vci

Ve � Vci

!3

Vci <Vwind
t;s <Ve

pe Ve <Vwind
t;s <Vco

0 Vwind
t;s >Vco

(1)

where PWT
t;s represents the wind power output at time t and

scenario s, pe is the rated power of wind turbine, Vwind
t;s is the

real wind speed at time t and scenario s, Ve, Vci and Vco are the

rated wind speed, cut in and cut out wind speeds respectively.

Hydrogen production system modeling
Numerous models of hydrogen production systems are

mentioned in the literature [34e36]. The hydrogen production

system used in this paper is convenient for design and oper-

ation problems, and it has characteristics such as high effi-

ciency and safety. The hydrogen production system consists

of electrolyzer and HST connected to the WF. Among them,

the compressor and cooling system are also included in the

hydrogen storage system. When wind power resources are

available, hydrogen can be produced through the electrolyzer

and stored in the HST. The hydrogen in the HST can be sold to

the HM. Themodels of each component are introduced in turn

below.

For the electrolyzer model, the proton exchange mem-

brane (PEM) is used as the electrolyzer in this paper. More

electrolyzers are used in an energy storage system, such as

alkaline, PEM, and solid oxide electrolyzers (SOE) [37]. Among

them, alkaline electrolyzer technology is the first to mature

and has a high degree of commercialization [38]. However, the

electrolytic efficiency of alkaline electrolyzer is relatively low.

The PEM electrolyzer overcomes the shortcomings of the low

efficiency of the alkaline electrolyzer. It has good chemical

stability and low electrolytic loss. Until now, the optimal

electrolysis efficiency of PEM electrolyzer has exceeded 85%

[39]. Also, the purity of hydrogen reaches 99.999%. In the
gen storage system powered by a wind farm.
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electrolyzer, water can be electrolyzed by using direct current.

Water produces hydrogen and oxygen through redox re-

actions. The overall reaction can be expressed as:

H2O/H2 þ 1

2
O2

Eq. (2) indicates that the produced hydrogen molar by the

electrolyzer. The lower and upper limits of the power

consumed by the electrolyzer are shown in constraint (3).

NEL
t;s ¼ hC

PWT EL
t;s DT

2UEL workFc
(2)

0� PWT EL
t;s � PEL

max (3)

where NEL
t;s is the produced hydrogen molar by the electrolyzer

at time t and scenario s, PWT EL
t;s is the power supplied to the

electrolyzer from the WF, PEL
max is maximum power of the

electrolyzer, hC is compressor efficiency, DT is time constant,

UEL work is the working voltage of the electrolyzer, Fc is Faraday

constant.

For the HST model, when there are sufficient wind power

outputs, the hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer can be

stored in HST. The capacity of the HST can be adjusted ac-

cording to the actual demand of the HM, and it can be sold to

the HM after storing a certain amount of hydrogen [26]. The

dynamic model of the pressure of the hydrogen storage sys-

tem can be considered as Eq. (4). The lower and upper limits of

the HST are provided in constraint (5).

VHST
t;s ¼VHST

t�1;s þ
<THST

PHST
NEL

t;s � VHST HM
t�1;s (4)

VHST
min �VHST

t;s � VHST
max (5)

where VHST
t;s and VHST

t�1;s are the amount of hydrogen stored in the

HST at time t and scenario s and at time t-1 and scenario s,

VHST HM
t�1;s is the amount of hydrogen sold from HST to the HM at

time t-1 and scenario s, VHST
min and VHST

max are upper and lower

limits of HST capacity, < is the gas constant, THST is the tem-

perature of HST, PHST is the pressure of HST.

Conditional value-at-risk (CVaR)
Compared with VaR, CVaR is coherent and has the character-

istics of sub-additivity and convexity, which is a good risk

measurement index. CVaR retains the convexity of the opti-

mization model. Therefore, the optimization problem can be

solved. BecauseVaR is incoherent anddoesnot completely use

the information in the tail of the loss, in this paper, CVaR is

used to evaluate the financial risk of the proposedmodelwhen

considering the uncertainties of wind power outputs and

electricity prices. CVaR can be calculated by Eqs. {(6)e(8)} [40].

xCVaR ¼max

 
za �

1
1� a

XUS

s¼1

dscs

!
(6)

s:t: cs � za � Rs;cs (7)

cs � 0;cs (8)
where xCVaR is the value of CVaR under the confidential level, za
and cs are auxiliary variables for calculating CVaR, ds is prob-

ability of scenario s, a is the confidential level of CVaR. In the

above equation, if the difference between za and Rs is positive,

the value of cs is equal to the difference between za and Rs,

otherwise, the value of cs is equal to 0. Therefore, the optimal

expected revenue is za, given the confidential level a [41].

Problem formulation

This paper proposes a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage

system powered by a WF. Retailers of the system can sell

electricity to the electricity market and sell hydrogen to the

hydrogen market to get maximize profits. The research

objective of this paper is given by Eq. (9), whichmaximizes the

expected revenue while taking into account CVaR financial

risks. The first part of Eq. (9) represents the expected revenue

of the system. Expected revenue can be calculated by Eq. (10).

The second part of Eq. (9) shows the calculation process of

CVaR, and at the same time it is multiplied by the weighting

factor b, which represents the preference of decision makers

for risk. Eq. (10) consists of two parts. The first part represents

the expected revenue from selling electricity directly to the

electricity market, and the second part represents the ex-

pected revenue from hydrogen production system, which

selling hydrogen to the hydrogen market. Eq. (11) shows that

the total power delivered to the electricity market and elec-

trolyzer is affected by the wind power outputs. At the same

time, Eqs. (12) and (13) are formulated according to Eqs. (7) and

(8), so as to measure and evaluate the financial risks of the

system. The other constraints of the model are organized as

shown in Eq. (14), and the detailed Eqs. {(1) e (5)} are shown

above.

maxREH þ b

"
za �

1
1� a

,
XUS

s¼1

ðdscsÞ
#

(9)

REH ¼
XUs

s¼1

ds
XT
t¼1

h
PWT EM
t;s ,EPt;s þ VHST HM

t;s ,HP
i

(10)

0� PWT EM
t;s þ PWT EL

t;s � PWT
t;s (11)

cs � za �
XT
t¼1

h
PWT EM
t;s ,EPt;s þ VHST HM

t;s ,HP
i
;cs (12)

cs � 0;cs (13)

fð1Þ� ð5Þg (14)

where REH is the total expected revenue from selling electricity

to the electricity market and selling hydrogen to the hydrogen

market, b is the risk factor, PWT EM
t;s is the power sold to the

electricity market from a wind farm, EPt,s is electricity price at

time t and scenario s, HP is hydrogen price.

The optimization flowchart of a wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system in the electricity/hydrogen markets

is presented in Fig. 2. The operational problem of the proposed

system is formulated into a MILPmodel. At the same time, the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.06.302
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CVaR is used to evaluate the financials risks of the system. The

uncertainties of wind power outputs and electricity prices are

considered in this paper. Scenario analysis is used to describe

uncertainty. Scenario generation technology is used to

generate one thousand scenarios. Then, scenario reduction

technology is used to reduce to 50 representative scenarios.

According to the above modeling and analysis, the optimal

solutions are solved by the Gurobi optimization solver,

including PWT EL
t;s , PWT EM

t;s , VHST HM
t;s . Finally, the global optimal

results can be obtained.
Table 1 e The parameters of the wind farm.

Parameters Pe Vci Ve Vco

Value 1400 kW 2 m/s 14 m/s 24 m/s
Case study

In this section, a case study is presented to demonstrate the

feasibility of a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system in

the electricity/hydrogen markets. This part studies the oper-

ational strategy of the system, and elaborates on the operation

of this process in detail. The operational problem was trans-

formed into a MILP model and solved using the Gurobi opti-

mization solver in the Python environment.

Data

This paper has studied the proposed wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system. The parameters of the WF are pre-

sented in Table 1 [32]. The detailed parameters of the
electrolyzer and HST are presented by Table 2 and Table 3 [42].

To optimize the operational strategy of a wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system, this work considers deterministic

predictions and uses scenario generation techniques to

generate scenarios to predict the uncertainties of parameters.

The uncertainties of wind power outputs and electricity prices

are considered in this paper. Scenario analysis is a common

way used to describe uncertainty and randomness [43]. The

objective of the scenario generation is to obtain large-scale

scenarios for power system analysis. Scenario generation is

based on the probability distribution function or statistical

characteristics of the research object to obtain uncertainty

scenarios through the sampling method. The uncertainties of

wind power outputs and electricity prices in this paper are

represented by the prediction error, and the prediction error is

assumed to follow a normal distribution. For these two un-

certainty parameters, scenario generation technology was

used to generate one thousand scenarios respectively. Then

the scenario reduction technology was used to reduce one

thousand scenarios to 50 scenarios. The objective of scenario

reduction is to describe a large number of complex scenarios

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.06.302
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.06.302


Table 2 e The detailed parameters of the electrolyzer.

Parameters PELmin;P
EL
max DT hC UEL work FC

Value 0, 1300 kW 3600 94% 2 V 96485 C mol�1

Table 3 e The detailed parameters of the hydrogen
storage tank.

Parameters VHST
min;V

HST
max < THST PHST

Value 0, 7.42 m3 0.00821

Mpa (mol K)�1

298 K 20 Mpa

Fig. 4 e The value of CVaR under different risk factors.
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features with a small number of representative scenarios. The

scenario reduction technology reduces the number of similar

scenarios through data analysis, to reduce the computational

complexity [44]. Finally, the 50 scenarios are used to represent

the uncertainties of wind power outputs and electricity prices.

The wind power outputs in one day are shown in Fig. 3(a). All

available power in the electricitymarket and hydrogenmarket

are provided by the WF. The size of the WF is set to 1400 kW.

Fig. 3(b) shows the electricity price for one day in 50 scenarios.

In this paper, the uncertainty of electricity prices is also

considered. The hydrogen price is fixed and it is assumed to be

1.4 DKK/kWh, in which the unit of the hydrogen price is

converted into the same unit as the electricity price. In the

following, detailed simulation results are given when b ¼ 0.

Simulation results

The value of CVaR and the expected revenue under different

risk factors are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively,

where a confidential level of 95% is considered ða ¼ 0:95Þ, It
can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that when the risk factor

gradually increases, the value of CVaR is increasing, and the

expected revenue is decreasing. When the risk factor b ¼ 0,

the decision-maker can bear the highest risk. With the in-

crease of the risk factor, the ability of the decision-maker to

tolerate risk has gradually diminished. Under different risk

factors, the operational strategy of the wind-electrolytic

hydrogen storage system is also different. The detailed data

on the value of CVaR and expected revenue under different

risk factors are presented in Table 4. It can be seen from
Fig. 3 e Simulation dataset. (a) Wind power output in
Table 4 that when the risk factor is equal to 0, the revenue

from selling electricity and hydrogen are 3350.28 DKK and

5430.03 DKK, respectively. At this time, the volume of

hydrogen electrolyzed in a day is 7.19 m3. The simulation re-

sults are given below and analyzed when the risk factor is

equal to zero ðb ¼ 0Þ. The risk factor is equal to 0 indicating

that investors can maximize expected revenue without

considering any financial risks.

The generated wind power can be applied to produce

hydrogen through electrolyzer, and the hydrogen can be sold

to the HM. The power consumed by the electrolyzer is given in

Fig. 6. It can be found in Figs. 3 and 6 that when there is suf-

ficient wind power output and the electricity price is relatively

low, especially in the early morning and in the evening, the

electrolyzer consumes more power to generate hydrogen.

Hydrogen can be sold to the HM to make decision-makers get

more profits. The power sold to the electricity market from a

WF is presented in Fig. 7. As can be seen in Fig. 7 that from 6:00

to 10:00 in the morning, from 13:00 to 15:00 and from 17:00 to

19:00, when the electricity price is relatively high, the wind

power outputs sold directly to the electricity market. As the

electricity price is relatively low, in the early morning and the

night, the economic income of the decision-maker is consid-

ered, electricity will not be sold to the electricity market.
50 scenarios. (b) Electricity price in 50 scenarios.
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Fig. 5 e The expected revenue under different risk factors.

Fig. 6 e Wind power consumed by the electrolyzer.

Fig. 7 e The power sold to the electricity market from a

wind farm.
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Fig. 8 shows the volume of hydrogen electrolyzed in a day.

When there is sufficient wind power output, the electrolyzer

works to produce hydrogen, which is stored in an HST. All the

energy of hydrogen produced during a daywill be stored in the

HST firstly, and then transported to sell at the end of the day.

The capacity of the HST can be adjusted according to the

actual demand of the HM. It is assumed that the process of

transporting hydrogen does not cause any loss. The HST

provides a continuous supply of hydrogen resources to the

HM. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that in the early morning, when

the electricity price is low, hydrogen is produced by electrol-

ysis and stored in an HST. Especially from 1:00 to 5:00 and

from 20:00 to 24:00, more hydrogen energy is produced by

electrolysis. It is worth noting that the electrolyzer does not

work to generate hydrogen during the electricity price peak of

9:00 am. At this time, the investor directly sells electricity to

the electricity market to obtain more profits. The volume of

hydrogen electrolyzed in a day is 7.19 m3, and the revenue

from selling hydrogen to the HM is 5430.03 DKK. Based on the

above analysis, the importance of the existence of HST can be

confirmed.

The objective of this paper is to maximize the expected

revenue. The expected revenue is equal to the revenue from

selling electricity to the electricity market plus the revenue

from selling hydrogen to the hydrogen market. Fig. 9 shows

the expected revenue from the electricity market and

hydrogen market when the risk factor is equal to zero ðb ¼ 0Þ.
It can be seen from Fig. 9 that when the electricity price is

relatively high, there is more electricity sold to the electricity

market, and when the electricity price is relatively low, there

is more hydrogen sold to the HM. It is worth noting that in the

early morning, the generated wind power will not be sold to

the electricity market due to lower electricity prices. At this
Table 4 e The value of CVaR and expected revenue under diffe

Risk factor 0 0.2

Expected revenue (DKK) 8780 8767

Revenue from selling electricity (DKK) 3350.28 3406.27

Revenue from selling hydrogen (DKK) 5430.03 5361.02

CVaR (DKK) 0 54.99
time, only the electrolyzer works to generate more hydrogen,

and hydrogen sold to the HM to obtain more profits. Expected

profits are affected by some factors such as electricity price,

hydrogen price, and energy conversion efficiency. At this time,

CVaR is considered and the risk factor is set to 0.4 ðb ¼ 0:4Þ.
The expected revenue from the electricity market and the

hydrogen market is presented in Fig. 10.

In this paper, the price of hydrogen is fixed, and it is

assumed to be 1.4 DKK/kWh, in which the unit of the

hydrogen price is converted into the same unit as the
rent risk factors.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

8754 8753 8753 8748 8744

3453.16 3494.65 3494.65 3519.10 3541.57

5300.86 5258.51 5258.51 5229.66 5203.17

127.73 192.46 256.62 325.35 395.06
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Fig. 8 e The volume of hydrogen electrolyzed in a day.

Fig. 9 e The expected revenue from the electricity market

and hydrogen market ðb ¼ 0Þ.

Fig. 10 e The expected revenue from the electricity market

and hydrogen market ðb ¼ 0:4Þ.

Fig. 11 e The expected revenue under different hydrogen

price.

Table 5e The expected revenue under different hydrogen
price.

Hydrogen price (DKK/kWh) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Expected revenue (DKK) 8048.02 8780.31 9668.14 10737.48
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electricity price. The expected revenue under different

hydrogen prices is presented in Fig. 11. When the hydrogen

price increases from 1.2 DKK/kWh to 1.8 DKK/kWh, the curve

of hydrogen price also shows an increasing trend. Table 5

gives detailed data on the expected revenue under different

hydrogen prices. Therefore, it can be concluded that the price

of hydrogen is one of the important parameters in the oper-

ational problem, and the hydrogen price will affect the ex-

pected revenue. High hydrogen prices could encourage the

decision-maker to use wind power to produce more

hydrogen to get more profits. The expected revenue under

different electrolyzer capacities is given in Fig. 12. It can be

seen from Fig. 12 that with the capacity of the electrolyzer

increases, the expected revenue will also increase. The

maximum capacity of the electrolyzer used in this paper is

1300 kW.

To prove the advantages of this study, three cases, which

are without considering HM, without considering EM andwith
considering both EM and HM, are investigated and compared.

Fig. 13 presents the expected revenue under different cases. It

can be observed that the expected revenue in case III is higher

than that in case I and case II. Besides, with the increase of the

hydrogen price, the expected revenue increases in case II and

case III. Table 6 gives detailed results of the expected revenue

under different cases when the hydrogen price is 1.4 DKK/

kWh. The optimal expected revenue can reach 8780.31 DKK

when both EM and HM are considered (case III). Compared to

case III, the expected revenue for case I and case II decreases

by 88.71% and 5.17%, respectively. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the expected revenue can be significantly

improved with considering both EM and HM.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.06.302
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Fig. 12 e The expected revenue under different electrolyzer

capacities.

Fig. 13 e The expected revenue under different cases.

Table 6 e The expected revenue under different cases
when the hydrogen price is 1.4 DKK/kWh.

Different cases Case I
Without

considering
HM

Case II
Without

considering
EM

Case III
With

considering
both EM and

HM

Revenue from

selling electricity

(DKK)

991.04 0 3350.28

Revenue from

selling hydrogen

(DKK)

0 8326.32 5430.03

Expected revenue

(DKK)

991.04 8326.32 8780.31

Reduced

percentage of

expected

revenue (%)

88.71 5.17 e
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Conclusion

This study proposes a wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage

system in the electricity/hydrogen markets. Wind power

output is the source of all energy for the electricitymarket and

hydrogen market. Wind power operators can either directly

sell electricity to the electricity market or convert excess

electricity into hydrogen via electrolyzers and sell it to the

hydrogen market. This will be the main trend of renewable

energy development in the future. To pursue optimal profits,

the proposed HST is used to store hydrogen so that it is sold to

the HM at the right time. The objective of the paper is to

maximize the expected revenue for investors. The uncertainty

of wind power outputs, electricity prices, and risks are

considered. Based on the above analysis, the operational

problem of the wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system is

investigated. The analysis results verify the feasibility of the

proposed system. The expected revenue increases by 33.42%

when the hydrogen price varies from 1.2 DKK/kWh to 1.8 DKK/

kWh. It indicates that the hydrogen price is a key factor

affecting the expected revenue. It is worth noting that the size

of the WF also affects the expected revenue. The proposed

wind-electrolytic hydrogen storage system is worthy of

extensive research and promotion in the future. The planning

of the hybrid renewable energy system will be studied in

future studies.
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